SOTERIA brings together a total of 24 partners from
11 European countries, including the most important
players in Europe in the European nuclear field:
> Research institutes
> Manufacturers and suppliers,
> Power plant operators
Based on the partners’ complementary technical
and scientific expertise, SOTERIA proposes a
comprehensive research approach to contribute to
the safety of today’s operating nuclear power plants.

SOTERIA has received the NUGENIA label
and tackles key issues of the NUGENIA roadmap,
in particular related to materials
performance and ageing.
NUGENIA is the Nuclear
Generation II & III Association.
www.nugenia.org
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The safety of nuclear energy has come back to the
frontline of public debate in recent years through events
such as the tragic accident in the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear plant in 2011 or the more recent shutdown of
the Doel nuclear reactor in Belgium  early 2015.
It is thus a priority for regulators and nuclear power
providers to continue operating existing nuclear power
plants beyond the originally anticipated time frame.
Furthermore, there is a strong need to guarantee a
continuous safe long-term operation of existing power
plants.
SOTERIA proposes a comprehensive research approach
in order to achieve these ambitions by enabling nuclear
power plant operators, as well as regulators, to better
understand and thereby predict the ageing phenomena
occurring in reactor pressure vessels and internal steels
in order to ensure a safe long-term operation of existing
European nuclear power plants.
SOTERIA will provide further knowledge and tools
to manage the ageing of nuclear power plants by
addressing 4 specific technical objectives:
1- Carry out experiments assessing neutron flux and
fluence effects on reactor pressure vessels and
internal steels in pressurised water reactors.
2- Evaluate the residual lifetime of reactor pressure
vessels by taking into account metallurgical
heterogeneities.
3- Assess the effect of the chemical and radiation
environment on embrittlement in internals.
4- Develop models for the assessment of ageing
mechanisms in RPV and internals and set of an
integrated computer-based platform including the
new modelling tools.

SOTERIA – DELIVERING INNOVATIVE AND SUBSTANTIAL RESULTS FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS
A deeper understanding of initial
microstructure heterogeneity
effects on the fracture resistance
and its in-service evolution.
Guidelines for better use of modelling,
material testing reactors,
and surveillance data in the prediction
of radiation-induced
ageing phenomena

A database collecting the results
from the experiments carried
out in the project (microstructural
characterisation such as defects cluster
density/size/shape, chemical segregation,
or mechanical properties)

A specific industry-adapted version
of the modelling platform to support the
evaluation of reactor
safety margins, assessed in a user environment

Guidelines on the integration of
experimental data in modelling tools

Models simulating the irradiated
microstructure and mechanical
response evolutions, accounting for flux effects

A modelling platform embedding
improved ageing models
for reactor structural components

Modelling / experiments on different scales

The SOTERIA approach is based on an
end-user perspective, taking into account
operators specific problems, through:
> The set-up of an end-user group
from the project start.
> The set-up of simulation-oriented
experiments aiming to validate
models at different scales.
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Models and tools
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End-user Assessment

Feedback from
end-users on tools
and models

